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(719) 454-8933

Location
     Colorado Springs

Email
colorado@southerncoastservices.
com

Five Stars Reviews

Jasmine Wells
7 reviews

2 months ago

I called Southern Coast to remove some old DISH 
equipment and wiring on a newly purchased 
home. They were able to come out within a few 
days to uninstall the equipment, wiring, and 
patched the holes. Super quick service, super 
friendly, great communication. They even came 
out after a heavy snow storm. We’ll definitely be 
utilizing Southern Coast for other miscellaneous 
tasks around the home in the future. Highly 
recommend

Kathryn Drury
11 reviews

2 months ago

Derrik was awesome. He called and said he could 
come out earlier than scheduled for the estimate. 
He was able to install both fixtures the same visit. 
He was friendly and did a great job hanging the 
chandelier and another fixture. Price was fair 
compared to competitors. Will definitely ask for him 
again.

Brandy Mendones
1 reviews

4 months ago

Southern Coast has been a pleasure to work with. We 
have scheduled service with them a handful of times 
so far and they are always on time, provide 
informative information, they are thorough with each 
task, and they have always provided us with 
competitive pricing. Some of the tasks we've had 
Derek and Zack work on for us include tracing wires 
that were unintentionally cut during demo, replace 
outlets and light switches, move boxes to different 
locations, wire up a double sided fireplace, install 
light fixtures and fans, replace overheating circuit 
breakers, etc.

We will continue to use Southern Coast for our future 
electrical projects as they provide the best service at 
the best price for our customers! Also, they are 
amazing to work with! You will not be disappointed if 
you choose Southern Coast for your electrical 
needs.Brandy Mendones

Stella Schmidt
Local Guide · 57 reviews

4 months ago

Derrick and Zack came to our home and they are 
absolutely amazing. They are so professional, 
efficient, knowledgeable and willing to help in any 
way possible, giving ideas on how to fix issues 
that were difficult to figure out. If I ever need 
someone to fix any electrical situation in my 
house, I will definitely call Southern Coast 
Services again... and again... and again! I'm very 
pleased with all the things they have done for us!

 Justin Meyers
5 reviews

a months ago

Derek came and was super friendly and 
professional, he took time to explain everything 
to me. He went the extra mile when fixing my 
outlets and left the place cleaner than he found it. 
I would absolutely use him again!

Joan Taylor
1 reviews

a months ago

Derrik was awesome. He called and said he could 
come out earlier than scheduled for the estimate. 
He was able to install both fixtures the same 
visit. He was friendly and did a great job hanging 
the chandelier and another fixture. Price was fair 
compared to competitors. Will definitely ask for 
him again.

wayne Larsson
56 reviews

2 months ago

Erin the receptionist is amazing and very 
friendly! Derek the electrician was on time, 
gave us a heads up, did an great job and 
talked me through every step! Will be using 
them again! Thanks!Jade Crutchley

8 reviews

3 months ago

Derrick from Southern Coast was very 
personable, accommodating, and fair with his 
pricing. We appreciate his friendliness and 
willingness to work with us and will definitely use 
Southern Coast Services again in the future. 
Thanks again!

Cindy Montoya
1 reviews

a months ago

Derek did a five star job for us !! Will highly 
recommend southern coastal services  !! 
Thank you all !!

Teri Donadic'
7 reviews

7 months ago

I’m so thankful for your service!  Terri and 
Derrick were caring and helpful, answering 
all my questions. They came immediately to 
help with a faulty dangerous outlet that 
caught on fire the night before. Very 
knowledgeable and professional. I’m 
extremely pleased and will continue to call 
when I have electrical needs.

Marianne Hunter
1 reviews

7 months ago

Excellent service and quality! Had two outside 
electrical outlets installed and the gentleman 
were very professional and personable! Will 
use Southern Coastal Services everytime for 
my electrical needs. Would highly 
recommended! Thanks guys!!

Shykira
3 reviews

8 months ago

Their communication was spot on.  Derek 
and Zack came out to provide a quotation for 
one project we we had them do another 
while they were on site.  They worked 
together and knocked out the project in two 
hours and were super friendly.  Will definitely 
use them again.

Sharon Otto
2 reviews

11 months ago

We wanted to have wiring installed for a 
range in the basement kitchenette. We 
requested a quote and they responded 
quickly.  After receiving the quote from Derek 
and Zach, which we thought was reasonable 
we were able to schedule work for next day.  
They were neat and completed work in about 
3 hours.  We've tried to get several 
electricians and none responded or kept 
promising so we are very pleased.
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